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In an advanced course in verbal behavior, Skinner's book, Verbal Behavior (1957) , provides a foundation for discussions in epistemology and ethics. To elucidate the issues involved in those discussions, certain verbal relations differentiated in Verbal Behavior were reworked and relabeled. Since such a reworking appears to clarify for the graduate students the material in the book, it might also interest, and benefit, the readers of The Analysis of Verbal Behavior. The following sketches only in outline a larger work in progress, and thus describes only in part the reworking of the category Skinner calls, "verbal behavior under the control of verbal stimuli."
To understand well any portion of Skinner's book, the reader of the book must understand Skinner' Michael, 1982 . I earlier used other names for these subcategories, but his seemed best. The reasons given by both of us for the subcategories are similar, and follow Skinner's analysis.) In the subcategory, duplic, verbal stimuli, and verbal response products, correspond in form. The physical dimensions of the verbal response, most often its product, duplicate those of the verbal stimulus. Verbal behavior matches in critical physical dimensions, except possibly for scale, the verbal stimulus. Thus, as a matter of necessity, both stimulus objects and events and response products occur in the same physical medium and correspond point-to-point. An everyday type of behavior here is repeating something just spoken. Skinner names this verbal behavior, "echoic." Formal matches can also occur within other media. Someone may write something down and a second person may immediately copy it. A common example is that of penmanship exercises. Motions, as verbal stimuli, may also control other motions. In sign language an individual may gesture with his fingers and have those gestures immediately duplicated by the verbalizer. The name "echoic" will not do for the latter two types of formal matching. The names "identigraphic," and "mimetic" capture the essential characteristics of duplic relations in graphic and gestural media.
In the subcategory, codic, the correspondence is that of order. Verbal behavior and verbal stimuli correspond point-to-point in their correlated sequence. They occur, however, in different media and of necessity, they differ in form. In "dictation;' someone speaks and a second party writes it down.
(Skinner categorizes "dictation," a verbal relation of point-to-point correspondence, under "transcription." He also includes the copying of written matter, a verbal relation of formal correspondence, under "transcription." Thus the appellative, "transcription;" covers two verbal relations for which criteria differ for reinforcement by the verbal community. It would be best to restrict the title "transcription" to only one subcategory relation or not to use it at all.) The action in this relation may be reversed. Someone may write something and a second party responds vocally to the written stimulus. Someone who speaks or writes following the gestures of finger spelling, or conversely, also expresses ordered point-to-point correspondence. A familiar sight on television is a commentator orally presenting the news accompanied by a small window "subscript" in one corner of the screen where an individual correspondingly presents the news visually with movements of his hands and fingers. Names have not been suggested for these latter verbal relations.
In the last subcategory, sequelic, verbal stimuli and verbal responses do not correspond in any consistent manner. Verbal behavior and verbal stimuli neither match in form nor do they necessarily relate in pointto-point order. Both the verbal stimulus and the verbal response may or may not occur in the same medium. Speech may be followed by speech or by a gesture or by a handwritten note. In the continuum of correspondence between verbal behavior and verbal stimuli, the correspondence between verbal stimuli and verbal responses may vanish to zero since the stimulus and response features that correspond become irrelevant. The criteria for reinforcement are outside any formal or point-to-point correspondence of response features to the preceding verbal stimuli. The currently reinforced relation between verbal behavior and verbal stimuli is based upon pairing of terms-in Skinner's words, their "contiguous usage." But this pairing is based on criteria significant to the verbal community, though not necessarily important to the speaker or writer or gesturer at the time the pairing is initiated and consequated. The process is easy to observe in the pairing of dates to events, in the learning of the times tables, in the memorization of poetry.
They roused him with muffinsThey roused him with iceThey roused him with mustard and cressThey roused him with jam and judicious adviceThey set him conundrums to guess. (Carroll, 1976 substitute the name "sequelic" for the name "intraverbal." The subcategory term "sequelic" reflects accurately the verbal relations described under that name. The term "intraverbal" now can represent the entire category, as it should.
